
A saddle stool without equal? Yes, that’s the new Score 
Polo. This saddle stool is not just extremely comfortable,
it is literally and fi guratively for all-round use! 

Seating in motion
The Score Polo is ideal for people who move around a lot whilst seated.
It encourages an active sitting posture which improves your breathing and 
blood circulation. That enables you to concentrate on your work for longer and 
gives you more energy. The Polo is the ultimate saddle stool for those who 
alternate between bending forwards and backwards at work. The fl exible base 
enables you to move literally in all directions.

There’s a Score Polo for everyone
The Score Polo is ideal for home and offi ce work and is suitable for many 
workplaces. And because you can choose from different seat widths, heights, 
upholstery and colours there is always a Score Polo that meets your every need.

Score Polo
An all-round winner

www.scorenl.com/polo
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Would you like to know more about the 
Score Polo?

Would you like to take a closer look fi rst? If so, go to

zitten.nl/polo. Here we tell you everything that makes 

the Score Polo so unique.

ou like to know more about the 

the round fl ex-base foot 
enables your customer to 
move around freely

fl exible seating so your client can 
concentrate and perform better

the saddle-shaped seat provides grip 
on your own sitting behaviour

choice from trendy colours and 
several upholsteries, suitable for
any interior

small and light 

supports sitting and standing: with 
this saddle stool you can sit standing 
or stand sitting

easy to store and quick to move

height-adjustable gas spring, making it 
suitable for any height

available with the narrower Amazone 
seat or broader Jumper seat

ergonomic saddle stool that promotes 
an active and healthy posture 

This makes the Polo special

www.scorenl.com/polo


